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Pete Rogers 
Christamy 
31 Great Lane 
Frisby on the Wreake 
Leicestershire 
LE14 2PB 
 
Frisby on the Wreake Neighbourhood Plan 2017-2036 Regulation 16 Objection 
 
Section 4 Housing and Built Environment Pages 14-19 
 
I am writing to you to object to the Frisby on the Wreake Neighbourhood Plan and ask the independent 
inspector to take into consideration the factual information I present to you in this document. Detailed below is 
my principle objections which relates to the FPC / NPAC approach, evidence base, site assessments and public 
consultation surveys which the Frisby on the Wreake Neighbourhood Plan Advisory Committee (NPAC) and the 
Frisby on the Wreake Parish Council (FPC) has undertaken in the preparation of their Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
This whole Section 4 Housing and Built Environment Pages 14-19 is totally flawed and based on the evidence 
below has been unlawfully conducted. As time has evolved the underlining theme in the development of 
this section of the Neighbourhood plan is one of “corruption” with the FPC and NPAC members looking 
to manipulate outcomes for their own personal gain. It pains me to have to use this word but when you 
consider all the facts it is difficult to see it any other way. 
 
The majority of members of the FPC and NPAC committee have personal reasons to ensure that the proposed 
applications of Water lane MBC/004/16 and Land back of the school MBC/007/16 do not go to the planning 
committee before their neighbourhood plan is passed as their current properties either border these sites, are in 
close proximity or they are associated with those people and sites that do. 
 
I will present to you what I believe is damming evidence that the village surveys conducted were developed to 
lead the village parish towards an outcome that advantaged many of these members. Since the LTD survey 
was conducted in October 2016 the Great Lane outline planning application for 48 dwellings has been passed 
at MBC committee on the 12

th
 January 2017. This after an initial deferral for housing density levels at the first 

MBC committee hearing on the 10
th
 November 2016. This application was then supported by the FPC / NPAC 

with no challenge on the density of this application because it clearly suited their agenda to accommodate some 
of the total number of 78 houses they are promoting away from the areas that they live within the village. We the 
Great lane residents effected by this planning application feel greatly aggrieved by this decision and approach. 
 
Background and history of events leading up to the FPC Neighbourhood Plan submission 17

th
 May 2017 

 
At a meeting on the 11

th
 March 201 attended by myself and another member of the original NPAC we were told 

by Rachael Armstrong (MLP Manager) and James Beverley that the only way FRISBY could have a say in 
where house allocations would go was to conduct a one off village survey to identify the collective views of our 
community.  
This survey was carried out and sent to the MBC at the end of May 2016. 
Results: (90% return) Please see Appendix 1. 

 
Results on a Single Site location 

 48% wanted Mr D Cook Great lane / Rotherby Lane MBC/007/16 

 31% wanted Mr Machine Great Lane MBC/191/15 

 21% wanted Mrs Desmond-Noble  Water Lane MBC/004/16 

 
At the same time FPC through their independent consult organisation “Yourlocal” engaged in a site 
sustainability study. This was conducted without the knowledge of the NPAC.  
The study was carried out by Derek Doran of “Yourlocal”. 
After a FEW challenges of this survey by some NPAC members who were concerned about the inconsistency 
across the different land studies, mainly the Water lane and Land to the South proposals, various changes were 
made. Results shown in Appendix 2. 
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The surveys came out in favour of Mrs Desmond-Noble Water Lane MBC/004/16, followed by Mr D Cook 
Great lane / Rotherby Lane MBC/007/16 with Mr Machine Great Lane MBC/191/15 being the third best 
option. 
 
A meeting took place with the FPC, NPAC and village to consider submission to the MBC. It was agreed that 
this study should NOT be forwarded as it contained too many inconsistencies and was very subjective. 

 
The FPC actions of implementing this study behind the backs of the then NPAC caused the relationship to be 
very strained with the NPAC members for the next few months. The Chair of the NPAC resigned at this point. 

 
There were 3 Land owners who offered their land through the SHLAA process at this time. (However others 
have shown their hand since.) 

 Mr Machine Great Lane MBC/191/15 

 Mrs Desmond-Noble  Water Lane MBC/004/16 

 Mr D Cook Great lane / Rotherby Lane MBC/007/16 

 
The policy of the FPC was NOT to formally engage with the land owners to discuss and identify clear planning 
gains to OUR village. The land owners are people who have been part of this community for many years they 
have ALWAYS welcomed dialogue to try and work through to a mutually agreed outcome.  
 
The FPC & NPAC were re-engaged on the introduction of a new Chair to the NPAC in the Autumn 2017. The 
agenda was to “Fast” track a Neighbourhood Plan, so that the community, (Sorry I meant to say the FPC & 
NPAC members) could carry more weight in future planning proposals and to ensure only 78 houses were 
developed through to 2036. 
 

Choice of sites in the Frisby Neighbourhood Plan 

 
The Chair of the FPC has continuously stated that we the village should only settle for 78 houses. 
In September the NPAC decided to “Put a stake in the ground” regarding a new village envelope and in doing 
so identify where these 78 houses should go within the village. 
 (This is when the FPC & NPAC made fundamental errors both in their individual and collective actions 
regarding the choice where the village wanted these houses developed). 
 It has NEVER been about what is best for our village it has been about WHAT the NPAC and FPC 
members WANTED and influenced for their own personal gain.   
 
The Chain of events from September 23

rd
 2016 

 
On 23

rd
 September the NPAC Chair and some of their members met with consultants “yourlocal”. An action 

from that meeting was for Derek Dorans to take the emerging draft NP away to view and offer recommendation 
for improvement.  
On 24

th
 September the Chair of the NPAC stated that she would draw up the various combinations of Limit to 

Develop (LTD) survey options. (Stating “this was not rocket science”). 
 
On 3

rd
 of October as promised Derek Dorans returned his draft comments to the NPAC Chair.  

Extracts Comments supplied below: (This e-mail is available in full if required) 
 

 “Best of luck with the consultations. The strategy is to agree these TWO sites as the only allocations for 

the next 20 years – protecting the bulk of the Parish land and the best environmental assets, character and feel 
of Frisby”. 
 
“I would stress that only a small proportion of the Parish is being allowed to grow with new residential 
allocations, two specific sites in the existing built up area. As we discussed at our recent meeting, the remainder 
of the Parish does not require any further development to ensure the protection of its historical natural 
character”.  
“In terms of the description, I would advise that you ONLY set out the preferred option (5??)”. 
“Consultation, clearly agree the target allocation of 78 dwellings over the term of the plan”  
“Also stress, that the neighbourhood plan has primacy over the local plan in terms of localised land use planning 
allocations as it is proposing certainty due to the proven support of the local community and the fact 
that the allocations are deliverable”. 
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Derek Doran’s comments on the Housing Allocations 
“This whole section needs to be totally rewritten following the public consultation and stressing the positive 
community agreement to the target of 78 dwellings. Meeting this target will give the NP a lot of weight with a 

Planning Inspector”. 
“I would include Mike Ayres survey – importantly, ensure this will be suggesting OPTION 5 as the favoured 
allocation solution??”. 
   

My response to this correspondence from Derek Doran’s has clearly not been 
addressed. (Please see FPC Regulation 14 Consultation Statement P48 response 
comment)  
 
I would like the NPAC & FPC to explain to the village and the Regulation 16 Inspector WHY it would seem that 
Mr Doran knew that there would only be: 

 A Survey Option with TWO Sites chosen  

 That OPTION 5 would be chosen as the favoured option 
 
 BEFORE the survey went out on the 5

th
 October 2016. 

 
Please Note: There were 5 Options (1…5) on the survey  
3 Options having a 2 site combination and only 2 Options with a housing total of 78 Houses  
 
The LTD Survey Village communication meeting on the 4

th
 October 2016 

 
The NPAC Chair presented the LTD survey options to the parish. It was pointed out by myself that the options 
grossly favoured the Great lane site that was proposed in 4 out of the 5 options (80%). The Water lane site 
proposed in 3 out of the 5 options (60%). The Land to South(HO) was only proposed in 2 out of the 5 options 
(40%). I also pointed out that the figures shown in options 1&2 were grossly miss representative of the Land 
owners pending planning application. Appendix 3 
 
On the 5

th
 October I offered another survey that represented all site options fairly and accurately in terms of 

housing numbers and true boundaries. This I was informed by the NPAC Chair was dismissed by the NPAC and 
FPC unanimously. Appendix 4 
 
The LTD Survey was printed and ready for distribution before the 4

th
 October 16 meeting. 

 
The agenda of this survey was to ensure ONLY 78 HOUSES: 
That is WHY: Only 78 houses mentioned in the accompanying letter and on the survey 1

st
 & last page. 

 
So the message to the community was made very CLEAR, pick an option of no greater than 78 houses. 
 
With such an important survey it was imperative to base it on up to date factual information and NOT 
miss lead the community to ensure a fair and true end result. 
 
So with this in mind I have continuously asked from the LTD survey WHY: 
 

 Were the Options biased 80% Great Lane – 60% Water lane – 40% Land to South (HO) 

 Is the (Undeliverable) reserve site Rotherby Lane only showing 24 Houses, when its SHLAA has 66 
House. (We did not bother to ask the Land owner Mr Woods if he would consider splitting the 
SHLAA application). 

 Was the (Undeliverable) Rotherby lane reserve site in 3 Options. 

 Was there NO reserve site. 

 Was there NO Water Lane & Land to South Option 

 Was the Reserve site offered in Option 1 

 Did the Water lane site NOT show its SHLAA and Application site boundary and chose to show the 
Melton Local Plan (MLP) boundary.  

 Did the Great lane site not show the SHLAA numbers and also not show where the figure of 61 houses 
come from. 
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 Was it appropriate to show the Land to South (HO) “Field not included” 

 Do the various option figures NOT add up correctly. 

 Why did the Land to South (HO) have both Application submission and SHLAA figures. 
(Especially when the SHLAA process figures had been clearly explained to the NPAC & FPC in April 
2016 and on various occasions since) 

 Did they TOTALLY confuse the community with a covering letter that MOST people probably did not 
understand or even read. Appendix 5 

 If the agenda was to pick an option that accommodated 78 Houses why did we offer options with 
numbers well above this.  

 

How is it possible to “take this LTD seriously” when it is CLEARLY biased towards the 
outcome of OPTION 5. 
 

Method of distribution of the October 4
th

 LTD Survey 
Distribution team- The method of delivery was to allow distributors who live in their own site location to 
deliver to their neighbours) (Opportunity to influence the outcome by lobbying for support) 
The NPAC / FPC are made up of people who have been put in a position of influence to stay unbiased. 
However that has not been the case as these people are human and made up of residents who are after 
their own personal gain. There is absolutely NO way with such a major criteria like the housing allocation 
LTD that they would be able to separate their own personal interests and serve to deliver a fair and unbiased 
process. 

 

October 4
th
 LTD Village Survey Results 215 

People 

Option 1 3 Sites 102-375 Houses Water Lane / Land to South / Rotherby Lane 11.63% 25 

Option 2 2 sites 88-311 Houses Great Lane / Land to South 9.3% 20 

Option 3 3 Sites 102-115 Houses Great Lane / Water Lane / Rotherby Lane 6.98% 15 

Option 4 2 Sites 78-101 Houses Great Lane / Water Lane 6.05% 13 

Option 5 2 sites 72-85 Houses Great Lane / Rotherby Lane 61.40% 132 

 
 
Due process is the requirement that established laws and standards of behavior must be followed during 
any official act on the part of the village in terms of “Polling” and gaining their views and opinions and to 
ensure that individual's rights are not infringed upon. I have proven beyond any reasonable doubt 
through both facts and the NPAC/FPC actions that the whole process is FLAWED. 
 
It is NOT acceptable that in the FPC Regulation 14 Consultation Statement P48/49 that they say this 
LTD survey in NOW “Null & Void”.  

1. It should have NOT gone out to the public because the Rotherby lane land owner clearly did 
not want to separate his proposed SHLAA application. 

2. Their total Bias towards OPTION 5 outcome. 
3. The influence that the FPC & NPAC committee have used this to support the Great Lane 

application on the 10
th

 November 2016 & 12
th

 January 2017 to a successful outcome. 
 
My last official involvement as a NPAC committee member was on 6

th
 October 2016.  

 
On the 6

th
 October I received an e-mail from the Chair of the NPAC who went onto say “This latest outburst 

in public has resulted in undermining the entire committee and the work we are trying to do. Continued 
disruption and discreditation of the work we are doing means that your actions make this committee in-
affective and I for one am not prepared to continue serving on a committee that you are part of. Therefore I 
am relieving you with immediate effect of your role of serving on the NPAC committee.” 
 
The “outburst” this person refers to is extremely harsh as I was merely pointing out the “GROSS” unfairness 
to the various proposed application sites within this survey.  
 
I did not and have not contested my unfortunate departure from the then NPAC committee, however why 
would I want to serve on a committee that CLEARLY cannot be trusted to deliver a fair and equitable 
process for OUR village community. Since that day the NPAC committee has had no Great lane 
representative to ensure fairness and honesty in all decision making processes, something that I believe 
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has allowed the FPC / NPAC a free hand to influence outcomes to suit their members own agenda. These 
Committee members have had a FREE hand to manipulate and influence the direction and outcome of ALL 
the Key decision making processes around the Housing allocation in our village. They have and continue to 
form a collective agenda and ensured they have led our community in achieving this. WHY else would we 
be seeing so many VERY CLEAR and obvious biased decisions. These people have shown a true 
arrogance in their underhanded approach by clearly not even justifying their actions. I would expect 
that through this independent Regulation 16 process an Inspector will respond to all the concerns 
and facts demonstrated in this document and come to a fair and lawful outcome.  
 

Further Information for consideration. 
 
Two of the NPAC committee members are neighbours to the sites and are fierce objectors to the Water lane 
and Land to the South applications. They were very much instrumental in the agreement of the LTD survey 
options that went out to the parish and both rejected my alternative options presented to the NPAC on the 5

th
 

October as a fairer alternative out right. 
 
Minutes of the Parish Council meeting held on 25

th
 October 2016 at 7.30pm, in the Methodist Hall.   

 
79/16Public Participation: 
A member of the public asked if the Council supported the recent Limits to Development Survey and did they 
think it was fair to all landowners.  Of particular concern is the inclusion of the Great Lane site in 80% of the 
options with the Cooks site only appearing in 40%. They also felt that it was misleading to talk of the potential to 
build over 300 houses on the Cooks site. The Council confirmed that they were supportive of the LTD 
survey. 
 
Minutes of the Parish Council meeting held on 15

th
 November 2016 at 7.30pm, in the Methodist Hall. 

 
93/16Public Participation: 
A member of the public queried the status of the Rotherby Lane site in the LTD survey. It was confirmed that 
this was a reserve site in the event of other sites not proceeding.  However, it was understood that the 
Neighbourhood plan could forward alternative sites that the village wanted to proceed. 
 
95/16Report back from the draft Local Plan launch on 8

th
 November: 

Councillor Thew reported that;- 
The Great Lane planning application was deferred at the MBC Planning Committee on 10

th
 November.  There 

were two reasons for the deferral – access for pedestrians along top of Great Lane to the A607 and the density 
of the housing proposed for the site.  The developer would need to address these issues.  Borough 
Councillor Ed Hutchinson had spoken against the development as had a villager and the Parish Council. 
 
96/16To consider the results of the LTD Questionnaire: 
Lisa Bailey reported back to the meeting the results of the LTD Questionnaire.  At the Parish Council meeting 
held on October 4

th
 it had been agreed to include a 6

th
 option, which included the land to the south of the village 

(Cooks site).  However, when this option had been presented, it had also rewritten the other 5 options and no 
longer complied with MBC requirements. It had therefore, been agreed by NPAC to proceed with the 5 options. 
In the event of no option having a 50% preference from the village, a second ballot with the two top options 
would have been held. This had not been necessary as option five – Great Lane and Rotherby Lane sites had 
a 61.40 % preference.  This option had therefore, been used to reset the Limits to Development and village 
boundary in the draft Neighbourhood Plan. 
The Parish Council expressed its thanks to the whole of NPAC for the excellent work they had 
undertaken. 
 
97/16To consider the acceptance of the draft version of the Neighbourhood Plan prior to submission for 
consultation: 
The Parish Council agreed to approve the current draft Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
98/16 Planning applications including 16/00794/out application to Build 48 houses on land south of 
Frisby and 16/00740 land Water Lane to build 30 houses: 
A public meeting had been held on 9

th
 November to discuss the two applications. The overwhelming view of the 

meeting was that the Parish Council should object to both applications. Taking this into account and comments 
made on the MBC website and to the Parish Council, it was agreed to object to both applications. 
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Councillor Baxter had drafted a letter for the Cooks site and the Clerk and Councillor Sercombe would draft the 
letter for the Water Lane site. 
 
Minutes of the Parish Council meeting held on 10

th
 January 2017 at 7.30pm, in the Methodist Hall.   

 
7/17 Planning Applications: 16/00491 outline to build 48 houses on Great Lane 
Following the deferral at the meeting on 10

th
 November, the application was being considered at the MBC 

Planning Committee on 12
th
 January. Following the deferral, the Parish Council had considered the 

comments of Highways and accept their reassurance about safety and the lack of necessity to mitigate 
current access. The Parish Council have accepted the principal of the allocation of 78 houses in Frisby 
as part of the Melton Local Plan. After consultation with the village, the Great Lane site has been included in 
the draft Frisby Neighbourhood Plan for the development of housing. Therefore, it was agreed that Frisby Parish 
Council would not be voicing any objections to the plans for Great Lane.   
 
Minutes of the extraordinary meeting held on 31

st
 January 2017 at 7.30pm, in the Methodist Centre. 

 
These minutes are the re-written version of the original as the FPC were challenged by the public to do 
so 

 
Public Participation: Rewritten minutes 

 There was concern expressed that the Limits to Development survey options included the Great Lane 
site in 4 of the 5 options.  It was felt that this resulted in not every site having the same chance of 
selection. 

 There was concern expressed that the Limits to Development survey included 340 houses for the site – 
land to the south of Frisby. These figures had been based on the Melton SHLAA figures 2016. 

 It was reported that some of the residents of Great Lane feel betrayed by the Limits to Development 
survey and do not accept its results. 

 There was concern expressed that the villages opinions had changed between the two village surveys 
for site preference.   

 Concern was expressed that the PC meetings were arranged at short notice and were not well 
publicised. 

 A concern was expressed about the lack of availability of information regarding the NP process. 

 Concern was expressed that there had been communication from Mr Cook indicating that he did not 
intend to build upon the whole site. It was felt that this had been ignored in the draft Neighbourhood 
Plan. 

 
          Public Participation: Original minutes that have not been mentioned in the rewritten minutes 

 Further concern was expressed that the NP advisory committee had knowingly ignored an email 
communication from Mr Cook; confirming the numbers that would be more accurate, and that it was 
never his intention that the entire site was for building. 

 An expansion of this concern was that the Limitations to Development survey had not used the most up 
to date information available at the time so was misleading and inconsistent. 

 Concern was expressed that the notification of PC meetings was both very short notice and not broadly 
publicised by different methods, e.g. the website or the Frisby’s future Facebook page. 

 Hence the total lack of village participants at the meeting. 
                                                                                                                           

15/18   That the PC approve the draft Neighbourhood Plan: Rewritten minutes 
 Following the approval of the draft Neighbourhood Plan at the Parish Council meeting of 15

th
 

November, some minor amendments had been made.   
 It was noted that the Neighbourhood Plan is a ‘statement of desire’ and would be a constantly evolving 

document. 
 Several issues were discussed;- 

 Concern was expressed that the planning application for Great Lane had been approved for 48 houses 
and the draft NP includes 54. It was confirmed that the figure of 54 had been included in the draft 
approved at the PC meeting on 15

th
 November 16. Discussions with MBC indicated that this would not 

be an issue. Concern was expressed that this could lead to an expansion of the site which may not be 
in the community’s interests. 
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Valid points missed on the rewritten version that were discussed at the meeting 
 

 The concern was discussed that 2 Cllrs (Cllr Ford and Baxter) had not approved the proposal of the 
numbers increasing to 54 at the FPC meeting on the 15

th
 November 2016. It was felt that as this site 

had just been deferred due to density it would lead to an opening and expansion of the site which may 
not be in the community’s interest. It may also encourage an expansion to other site applications. 

 Cllr Ford had NO idea that the Great lane site had their housing numbers increased in the NPAC plan. 
In fact clearly expressed her view that it could not take 48 so would not have agreed to a further 
increase. 

 
My comment: 
This was clearly a devious plan to ensure the village numbers totalled up to the FPC / NPAC agenda 
of 78 houses. (This was 5 days after the Great Lane application was deferred on the 10

th
 November 

due to density). Maybe and I cannot be sure, the wording in the copy of the NP presented to the 15
th

 
November FPC did allude to an increase in numbers to the Great lane site but my point is: 

1. Why would the NPAC and FPC do this as the application had been deferred because of density, 
therefore showing a total lack of respect and support for the effected Great lane residents. 

2. This was very deviously put forward and NOT made transparent to Cllr Ford and Baxter. 
3. The only reason this was put forward by the NPAC committee was because it helped achieve the 

total of 78 houses that the FPC & NPAC committee were pushing forward. Hence manipulating the 
process. 

 

 There was concern expressed about the deliverability of the Rotherby Lane site. Some Cllrs wanted to 
discuss these concerns prior to approval of draft NP and emails they had received during this week 
suggested it was not deliverable due to legal issues governing the sale and indeed one email said the 
“Woods” had withdrawn the site. They felt this questioned the credibility of the entire document, the 
Chair advised them the document should be fluid and subject to change.  

 Concerns were expressed that the NP should stick to the facts and illustrate Great Lane as 48 as that 
was the number for the approved planning consent. 

 Concern was raised generally about the rushing to approve the document and that they believed the 
changes were not to be minor. The chair stated that it was dangerous and make “us” vulnerable to wait. 
However, after discussing the concerns of 3 Cllrs as to whether they could agree the document prior to 
the changes. 

 
After discussion, it was agreed to approve the draft Neighbourhood Plan subject to some following 
amendments. 

 
Let us now consider the:  
FRISBY ON THE WREAKE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 
Site Selection Methodology Sustainability Surveys 

 
The NP submission November survey has questions 11, 19, 21 included. Also question 30 has been included in 
the RAG assessment. For comparison I have removed them. 
 

May & November Study outcomes 
 

 Great Lane Water lane Land to the South Rotherby Lane 

May 2016 60 88 69 N/A 

November 2016 89 79 69 115 

 
The May 16 study carried out by Derek Doran of “Yourlocal”. It was agreed that the study should NOT be 
forwarded as it contained too many inconsistencies and was very subjective. The second by the NPAC who are 
not qualified to provide a NON biased accurate study result. The November study contains the Rotherby site 
where the study results have been elevated with NO detailed information to measure the study criteria. When 
you look at the method of these two studies, then once again it is a totally flawed process and 
subjective to the NPAC required outcome to meet the October village LTD survey.  
 
 

 Great Lane Great Lane Water Lane Land to the Rotherby Lane 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 South 

May 2016 60 N/A 88 69 N/A 

November 2016 89 N/A 79 69 115 

April 17 100 97 85 79 N/A 

 
Note: The NP submission March 17 survey has questions 11, 19, 21, 30 included hence slight differences in the 
running totals as a result. 
 
When you add in the April / May 17 Sustainability Survey then once again this demonstrates a totally flawed 
process and subjective to the NPAC required outcome to meet the April 17 LTD village survey. 
 
April 21

st
 – 28

th
  LTD Village Survey 

 
A second village survey was issued because the FPC & NPAC have said that it came to their attention during 
the Frisby Neighbourhood Regulation 14 process that the site that had been used in the 1

st
 LTD survey was 

now undeliverable. This now contained not just the Water lane site and the Land to the South but also a 
different option. This one was an extension to the Great lane site that had been passed at planning committee 
on the 12

th
 January for up to 48 houses. This is clearly another glaring example of the FPC & NPAC 

manipulating an outcome for their own person gain. 
Lets consider: 
 

1. This extension clearly benefits the FPC & NPAC own agenda of manipulation a village vote once 
again away from the Water lane and Land to the south applications. 

2. Is it deliverable and should it be in a survey until proven so.  
3. Who conducted the Site Suitability study. Once again it favours the FPC & NPAC NP 

requirement against the Water lane and Lane to the South applications. 
4. The outcome was that only 64% of the village were bothered to respond. I guess because a lot 

are not affected. There are 240 houses in Frisby and 90 voted for the Great lane extension. If you 
consider that there are 66 houses in the Hall Orchard site that is affected by the Land to the 
South planning application and 30+ houses immediately affected by the Water Lane planning 
application then it is not difficult to see WHY the Great lane extension obtained the number of 
votes it did. How can this survey be seen as fair when it is biased towards the number of people 
effected rather that what is best for the village. 

5. It is clear that the FPC & NPAC new that a fabricated approach by its members and their 
immediate neighbours would always bring in the outcome they desired.   

 
Please see the 2

nd
 LTD survey and outcome over. 
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Neighbourhood Plan Site Selection Village Consultation  

April 21st 2017 

Further to the recent Neighbourhood Plan Regulation 14 consultation ending March 21st, the 

Parish Council were informed towards the end of that process that the Rotherby Lane site 

previously chosen by villagers is no longer deliverable as a single site for the landowners. 

Therefore the Rotherby Lane site has been withdrawn from the Neighbourhood Plan.  

This means that we require the village to choose an alternative site, to be compliant with the MBC Local plan 

housing allocation of 78 new homes for FOTW. The Great Lane site has already been approved by MBC for 48 new 

houses so we need to find a site for a further 30 houses to meet our housing allocation. 

Within the MBC Local Plan there are presently 3 sites for Frisby that are available to be considered. Sites included 

within this consultation are either within the MBC published strategic land assessment; have not been rejected by 

MBC already (as being undeliverable) or have been formally submitted under regulation 14 comments. You will need 

to select or state your site preferences from the three sites A, B and C shown below on the map. There is 1 vote per 

household.  

Site A    Water Lane  

Site B    Land to the South  

Site C    Extension to the East of the Great Lane site that is already permitted (shown in grey)  

 

 

In the event that a site becomes un-deliverable (and to avoid the need for any further consultations to the village), 

we will revert to the next favoured option. If either of the 2 applications (i.e. A or B) currently under consideration by 

MBC are approved in the meantime, then that approval will supercede this consultation.  

 
Number of Forms Returned 151 

     Spoilt ballot papers 2 153 
    %age return rate 63.75% 

     

       

       1st Choice Site 90 Great Lane Extension 59% 
 2nd Choice Site  36 Water Lane 

 
24% 

 3rd Choice Site 25 Land to the South 
 

16% 
 1x ballot paper not completed therefore blank 

    1x ballot paper inconclusive choice 
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Minutes of the Parish Council meeting held on 9

th
 May 2017 at 7.45 pm, in the Village Hall. 

 
51/17 To approve the regulation 14 comments/responses and subsequent amendments to the 
Neighbourhood Plan that are contained within it: 
Congratulations were given to all those who had worked so hard on producing the Neighbourhood Plan and 
regulation 14 comments. 
The Parish Council approved the regulation 14 comments/responses document and the subsequent 
amendments contained within to the Neighbourhood Plan. The document was signed by the Chair. 
The documents would now be sent to MBC to commence the Regulation 16 process. 
 
The settlement figures for Frisby have increased and currently sit at 78 houses, however this does not conform 
to the Pre submission MLP of 94 Houses.  
This is ONE of the basic conditions that a Neighbourhood Plan is required to meet in order to proceed 
to referendum. 
Basic Condition “A”) States that Neighbourhood plans should have regard to national policies and advice 
contained in guidance by the Secretary of State it is appropriate to make the order (or neighbourhood plan) 
(NPPG) 
 
The NPPG goes on to explain that to meet this condition then Neighbourhood plans must have due regard for 
Paragraph 16 of the NPPF, which sets out that Neighbourhood plans should support the “strategic development 
needs” set out in the Local Plan. Moreover the NPPG clearly directs Neighbourhood plan groups to Paragraph 
184 of the National Planning Policy Framework which states: 
“Neighbourhood Plans should reflect these policies (as contained in the Local Plan) and neighbourhoods should 
plan positively to support them. Please explain to me how the FPC & NPAC have planned positively. They 
have manipulated through their actions the outcome of the Housing allocation section of their plan from 
day one. They have engaged with the effected community when it served a purpose to strengthen their own 
agenda. Neighbourhood plans should not promote less development than set out in the Melton Local 
Plan or undermine its strategic policies “(NPPF Paragraph 184) 
 
The FPC / NPAC approach to the delivery of the houses has differed profoundly from that set out in the Melton 
Local Plan. These differences are extremely important as the “Frisby neighbourhood plan” is undeliverable 
and thus falls foul to the Basic Condition A. 
 

In Summary 
 
MBC have advised that the evidence base used to underpin the MLP can and likely will be used in 
examination of a Neighbourhood Plan, including evidence such as site assessment and deliverability. 
It is clear that the village have been led by the NPAC and FPC who have their OWN self-interests as the main 
agenda. There are far too many very concerning points that have been raised in the journey in creating the 
Housing allocation section of this document that clearly demonstrate the evidence base is NOT CREDITABLE, 
EXTREMELY BIASED and conducted without “Due process” so therefore only contributes to a “FLAWED” 
Frisby on the Wreake Neighbourhood Plan. I apologies that this document is so long but feel to give you a 
flavour of the disgraceful and underhanded approach and methods used by the FPC & NPAC members it was 
necessary. 
 
General Comments 
 
The actions by both the NPAC and FPC demonstrates a real LACK  of ability to deliver a fair due process with 
regard to the Housing allocation element with their Neighbourhood plan. Clear under handed behaviour has 
been conducted to deliver own personal gain. The Housing and Built Environment section is totally flawed in 
process and end results. I hope my response to you is clear however if you require further clarification please do 
not hesitate to contact me. I have been open and honest at all times something I know has not been 
reciprocated by the FPC & NPAC committee. We are at a the stage of Regualtion 16 where I feel an 
independent Inspector should be able to implement a non-biased response to me based on the information I 
have presented  
  

I look forward to my feedback on all the points I have raised. 
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Date: 3

rd
 July 2017 

 


